Consent to Transfer Inspections
Understanding the intentions of these preclearance inspections and why they are
important for the wellbeing of the Estate, is
vital to homeowners appreciating the need
for these. (Especially when considering that
sellers can sometimes see these inspections as
a nuisance.)
Each parties expectations differ as the seller
is looking to end his or her relationship with
the Estate and the buyer is commencing his or hers. The seller is looking to achieve the maximum
profit with the least effort, but the buyer (who from then on will be the member of our Association)
is seeking compliance to the guidelines and rules.
These inspections as well as the required rectifications, if any, are and always have been performed
with every sale of a property. All estate agents working on the Estate are very aware of this
requirement. Unnecessary frustration from the seller’s point of view will be eliminated if the relevant
sales agent informs them of this Consent to Transfer process at the time of placing their home on
the market.
The above point is just one of the reasons why buying or selling your home through our Property
Partner is a good idea. Atlantic Beach Estate’s Property Partner is kept informed and because they
have committed to the long term interests of the Estate, they totally buy into these measures, which
merely seek to preserve a high aesthetical standard for the Estate going forward.
The compliance inspections carried out by the Associations’ appointed Architectural Compliance
Officer as well as Management aims to evaluate compliance in respect of the Association’s guidelines
and rules and serves to maintain a high standard of compliance and maintenance, to the long term
benefit of all homeowners. In addition, the practice adds value as the purchaser or potential
purchaser will know that his or her future investment complies with the Association’s guidelines and
rules.
We are sure you will agree that it would be hugely annoying for the purchaser, to receive a noncompliance letter from the Association, a few months after having consented to the transfer of the
property.
In terms of the original conditions of approval of the Estate and the accompanying Land Use
Planning Ordinance, every land owner on the Estate is required to be a member of the Association
and this obligation is imposed on owners and their successors in title, by way of clauses contained in
their Deeds of Transfer.

In terms of this condition, an owner shall not be allowed to transfer an erf unless the Association
has granted consent and issued written confirmation that all monies are paid. On an aside, it is also
this condition which acts as an assurance for the Association that any outstanding monies will need
to be paid prior to transfer, otherwise transfer cannot take place.
It is not feasible for the Association to continually enter privately owned properties throughout the
year and inspect for compliance and therefore the transfer of the house presents an opportunity to
do so and bring into line any contraventions to the guidelines/rules which may have occurred. A
similar practice is applied at the sale of a property, in respect of gas, electrical, plumbing and beetle
compliance.
Any owner at whatever stage can call for an inspection of this nature, to make sure that their house
complies and you certainly don’t have to wait until the sale of the property. In fact we encourage this
practice when placing your home on the market, as it will significantly speed up the transfer process
once the house is sold and if rectification is required; it allows you time to attend to these.
The cost relating to the inspection is R1 750.00 excluding vat, but should you choose to sell your
property through our Property Partner, the fee will be paid from the marketing fee payable to the
Association by the Property Partner.
We do also recognise that it may be the intention of the purchaser to renovate their new home in
any event and therefore it would be a waste of resources for the seller to implement the corrections
stipulated in the report. As a consequence, we do accept a written undertaking from the purchaser
stating that he or she, as the purchaser of the property, will attend to the deviations stipulated in the
report, within 6 months from the transfer of the property to their name.
Included below FYI, is a sample ‘Consent to Transfer’ report in order to give you some idea of what
you could expect.

